Analytical ultracentrifugation in a Gibbsian perspective.
The analytical ultracentrifuge has come into new intensive use following complete instrumental redesign and the use of advanced computer technologies for the analysis and interpretation of experimental results. Major attention is now devoted to the evaluation of interactions between similar and dissimilar biological macromolecules in dilute and concentrated systems. Electrostatically charged biological solute systems additionally comprise low molecular weight charged and non-charged cosolvents. Solvent/cosolvent interactions, insufficiently considered in most current analytical ultracentrifugation analyses, may quantitatively affect solute/solute interactions. For comprehensive analysis the Svedberg derivation considering a buoyant molar mass (1 - rho0 partial specific volume)M2 and valid at vanishing solute concentration for strictly two component systems only, should be replaced, following classical thermodynamic analysis, by the ratio (delta rho/delta c2)(mu)/d pi/dc2 of the density increment at constant chemical potential of diffusible cosolvents, to the derivative of the osmotic pressure with solute concentration. Disregard of the solvent/cosolvent and solute/cosolvent interactions should be avoided.